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My singing monsters light island update 4

In: Islands, Magical Islands, Titans, Light Island Share Fire Haven 1.500.000 Quad Element Blow't Island Fire Island's next Oasis Of The Wild Island Dawn Island Island Dawn Island There's a special feeling gets when watching a light island for the first time some have been described as 'deLightful' or 'enLightening' – but believe that 'head light' works best! Framed by the wondrous phenomenon of Aurora
Monstralis, Titan's Magical Island, Phosphora doesn't reside in one place instead it migrates around the monster world! It is also suspected to descend from another dimension, where the magical element of light shares properties with other luminous populations. In the rest, the Light Elementals are among the shy and drabbiest in the monster world, but once they start singing, they and visit the natural fire
monsters aligned to the cage and the eye appeared, 'Light of the Heart' coral! — In the game Description Island of Light is a magical island in my singing monsters inhabited by light monsters. It was first released on September 30, 2020. About Light Island is the last magical island to bring a new element, and it is the 8th island available to the player (since i took the place of psychic island). It is also the
sixth island to bring a reusable fire element but this is the third time island to bring this fire element, and the first to contain light monsters. A light island replaces the island of the Dawn of Fire party. Launched in the last week of 2020 Anniversary Month, it is the second magical island to be launched with an incomplete core group (15 monsters). Her appearance is that of Titan, almost all dark, with several
claws of lights coming out around; | Native monsters and light island monsters are of plants, cold, fire, and light items. Since Light Island lacks air, earth, water, psychic, Faerie and bone elements, there can be no monster with these elements on it. Just as with Fire Haven and Fire Oasis, there are also teams with monsters that have a fire element, because they take longer to breed and more difficult to get
because of their long absence from the monster world. This also applies to magical monsters. List the native monsters below with each monster category referred to in parentheses. Monster Level Available Breeding/HatchingTime Element (s) Virtual Mammott Enhancement 2 2 min 1 min, 30 sec (natural) Potbelly 9 2 hours 1 hour, 30 min (natural) Kaina 9 9 9 7 hours 5 hours, 15 minutes (fire) fluorine 9 2
hours 1 hour, 30 minutes (magical) Furcorn 9 8 hours 6 hours (natural) Fluah 9 10 hours 7.30 minutes (Fire) Boskus 9 10 hours 7 hours, 30 minutes (fire) gob 9 9 hours 6 hours, 45 minutes (magic) 9 hours, 45 minutes 45 minutes (magic) Pluckbill 9 9 hours 6 hours,45 minutes (magic) Sooza 9 20 hours 15 hours (fire) Spytrap 9 16 16 hours 12 hours (magic) 9 16 hours 12 hours (magical) Fiddlement 9 16
hours 12 hours (magical) no 9 1 day,8 hours 1 day (magical) Mamut 4 6 hours 4 hours, 30 minutes (rare) rare Potbelly 9 6 hours 4 hours,30 minutes (rare) Rare Kayna 9 8 hours 6 hours (rare fire) Furcorn rare 9 10 hours, 30 minutes 7 hours, 52 minutes, 30 seconds (rare) Floah 9 13 hours, 30 minutes 10 hours, 7 minutes, 30 seconds (rare fire) Rare Boskus 9 13 hours, 30 min10 Hours,7 minutes,30
seconds (rare fire) Rare Sooza 9 1 day, 2 hours, 30 minutes 19 hours, 52 minutes, 30 seconds (rare fire) Epic Mammott 4 5 hours 3 hours, 45 minutes (epic) Pot epic 9belly 9 hours 6 hours , 45 minutes (epic) Epic Furcorn 9 17 hours 12 hours, 45 minutes (epic) rocks and market trees and map icon of the island light main article: obstacles remove rocks and trees from the island earns the player experience
() and opens up space to put more monsters, decorations, or structures. The obstacles that have been removed do not permanently disappear; Music Song Island Lite is the Big BB and 80 bpm. Castle main article upgrades: The castle to be placed on an island, each monster requires a specified number of beds. For natural monsters, this is equal to the number of items represented by the beast. Upgrade
the castle to unlock more beds. Cost per upgrade: Castle: Private Light Island events there are currently no special occasions on Light Island. Light Island Notes Gallery is the fourth and last magical island to introduce a new element. Light Island is the first magical island in chronological order. Light Island is believed to replace the party island of prequel fire dawn. There is some evidence to suggest this,
such as the fact that both Party Island and Light Island appear to be moving from one place to another, as their descriptions show. Additionally, although Light Island is the fourth magical island, it comes between the Oasis of Fire and The Psychic Island (or before all the magical islands) in terms of the order of the Carousel map. This matches the order of the party island in his game, coming ahead of the
rest of the outer islands, despite being the newest one. Initially The Island of Light was launched with only Mamut, Potpeli, Kayna, Vorcorn, Boscos, Floah, Souza, Flores. The rest of the light monsters were received every Wednesday, starting on October 7th and ending on November 18th. Light Island is the only island that has 3 monsters from Element 1 that play the entire song. Both monsters (except
Furcorn and Flores) play at the close end of the song. Islandislands Witches Titans Light Island Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. My share of singing monsters has passed through many updates since its original release. Here is a list of those updates, and what they brought to the game. Although the basic development of the game is done by Big Blue Bubble for
mobile devices, specifically iOS and Android. The Windows version was built and distributed by big fish games. There are some differences between version flows, and windows version features are sometimes lagging behind mobile versions. In fact, the Windows version has remained in version 1.2.9 since the initial version of version 1.2.9 on mobile devices. Also, many versions of my singing monsters
were shutting down at certain points. The version of Facebook's computer was discontinued on April 30, 2015. The release of Big Fish Games Windows was discontinued on July 6, 2018, about 3 years since its last update. Note: There is no 1.0.5 1.0.6 1.0.7, 1.0.8, 1.0.9, 1.1.2, 1.1.8, 1.1.8, 1.1.9, 1.1.9, 1.1.9, 1.1.9, 1.1.9 or 1.1.9 or 1.1.9 Or 1.1.9, 1.1.9, 1.1.9, 1.1.9, 1.2.1, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2,
1.2, 1.2, 1.2,1.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.1, 1.2, 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.2, 1.1.1, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 1. Still supports many other versions of my singing monsters, but no longer get new features, just regular server maintenance. These include: Version 3.0.3 version 3.0.3 giant artwork ready for level with all-new much expected
vs. mode! It's time to take your face-to-face training finished and put it to the test against players from all over the world. Assemble your band of musical monsters and battle your way to the top tier and beyond in the prestigious Champions Guild! Or you can simply challenge your friends to friendly games that are all about fun! That's not all though: The chaos hall structure has been upgraded to the giant
with JUKEBOX! As you complete quests and enhance your giant level, you'll unlock awesome tunes to enjoy on your island... Including some that have never been officially heard anywhere else before! So, what are you waiting for? Get ready to compete in versus mode and prove that you've got what it takes to become a musical hero! Happy Monster! In this update: • New battle modes vs. Guild of Heroes
- win competitive games to improve your rank and win big prizes. • New friendly battle mode - face-up against your friends only for fun • New musical feature in The Hall of Chaos - Unlock new tunes • New exclusive decorations for Colossingum • New Avatar feature - choose a monster image to represent you in the list of options! Detailed notes: Released December 2nd, 2020 vs. Mode did not arrive until
December 4th, 2020. The to-do list has been updated with new graphics. The second track animation was finally fixed in Light Island. Fiddlement is now playing its second track for the second time before its last track. On December 9, 2020, Yool came to Colossingum, and Light Island and Psychic Island acquired its own star rocks, as well as natural epic monsters as part of the content that was pushed.
Version 3.0.2 we have crushed some errors to improve your gaming experience. Thanks for playing The Happy Beast! Detailed notes: Released October 23rd, 2020 is only available on Android Version 3.0.1 Version 3.0.1 Light Island Artwork Feeling 'In the Dark' about update 3.0.1? Let's take some light on what's new: Island Light! The Fourth Magic Island is home to an element of light and eight new light
monsters, each from the darkness and into the spotlight one by one over the next few weeks. And what a best companion for these luminous monsters than the old glow of the fire element with the returning fire hybrid, SOOZA! We hope you enjoy this grand final anniversary of the month! In this update: • New Light Element - The Fourth and Final Magic Element • Light New Island - Shiny New Magic Island •
New Light Monsters - New Monster Every Week • New Monster Fire - The Return of The Long-Awaited Sooza • New Quests Are Now Available on Giant Detailed Notes: Released September 30th, 2020 Light Island, Another Magic Island and Light Element Display, with New Light Monsters Every Wednesday. New Colosingum tasks that were removed almost immediately for unknown reason gold island
anniversary month decoration has been removed. Thrumble and his rare counterpart are now concentrated in their networks. Mamut's right arms no longer spawn additional sets of fingers while singing on Fire Oasis. Version 3.0.0 updated logo logo colosseum celebrate 8 years of my monsters singing with our anniversary month update! Not only will there be additional special offers and promotions
throughout September, but we also offer a new island: the COLOSINGUM. Giant is a battlefield where a group of monsters can compete in face-to-face embossed off to win new decorations, trophies, and monster costumes. Thanks for 8 years of breeding, feeding, and singing with monsters! Happy Monster! In this update: New Island: Giant. An example of a new monster costume battle putting giant tasks
monster new costumes anniversary decorations anniversary decorations on gold island special offers and promotions on each month long detailed notes: released on September 3, 2020 if the monster can be moved to an island, a special list pops up allowing to choose any island to send the monster to, as long as the monster is the desired level. Tab new islands for monsters on the market, which show
the islands that the monster selected on. Track buttons in the recording studio now adjust the size depending on the number of monster tracks it has. For example, Loodvigg had a bug where it was not possible to view all its tracks because they went under the viewable screen. Now he and other monsters with many tracks now have thinner buttons to make more room. Version 2.4.2 We regularly update
my singing monsters to make it the best experience we can have! This Furcorn-sized update contains useful improvements and improvements to 'adjust' the game. Happy Monster! Detailed notes: Released on June 26, 2020 TapJoy replaces wall view with one of Fyber Downgrading to 2.4.1 TapJoy brings wall display back to any current TapJoy display issues completing Fyber offers not seem to show
you've been rewarded for completing n display (s) message, but still plays sound diamond collection, and the number of diamonds must go up replacement ad service used Optionally speed up some items in the game by watching video, displaying ads for those who have not made any in-app purchase. At some point, the bonus structure and nursery became unsaleable at some point, Mount Taherel was
changed from a 3x3 footprint to 2x2 (same as Mount Knottshurr) version 2.4.1 artwork for version 2.4.1 warning notification when upgrading beyond the castle paradise crystal palace salinizing a new feature enhancing a new message if the whole family and monsters have harnessed the power of ancient crystals from the dawn of fire to create new crystal castles : 3 new castle upgrades on natural islands
with enough family and one of each MONSTER. In this update: 3 new castle upgrades for each natural island structures plus Wublin + New Merch Heavenly Islands + More Games Menus on the market detailed reviews: Version 2.4.0 We smash some bugs to improve your gaming experience. Thanks for playing The Happy Beast! Detailed notes: Available only on Android version 2.3.9 artwork for version
2.3.9 Thought Egg Travaganza will wind up without anything traordinary egg? Let the new monsters of BONE Island prove you wrong! This new fossilized island is home to the newest addition to the magical category: the bone element. With this element comes 8 cute creepy bone monsters with unique parts to play in The Bone Island Choir! Bone monsters were also joined by THRUMBLE, a familiar face
of the dawn of fire. Last but not least, make sure your water island stays neat as Travaganza's eggs come to an end with a new hydro-water skin: the Lagoon GLUBBER! Note: Island surfaces do not change with seasonal events and do not change the appearance of obstacles decorations. Island Skins Deactivated reveals the appearance of the seasonal island during seasonal events and will not remove
your reinforcements. In this update: New Bone Element New Bone Island Bone New Bone Monsters New Glubber Lake Skin for Water Island Last Chance for Detailed Seasonal Blabbit Notes: Released on April 8, 2020. At launch, the castle on Bone Island either does not play, or plays the sound of Faerie Island. At launch, the top of the hulu planted a sheet. Soon after, this was changed to what appeared
to be a pair of berries. At launch, the Eeeweeosseous track was not well aligned with other bone island tracks, this was repaired on April 14, 2020 the right leg of Rare Tring is now properly colored in yellow rather than red. The far left and right of the oasis of fire are no longer cut. The Floah animation on Fire Haven has returned back to the original one. Rebatto, Barb and Gobligord are now concentrated in
their network locations. This is the first version of the login screen feature designed for a wide screen (specifically 19.5:9) devices. Version 2.3.8 We regularly update my singing monsters to make it the best experience we can have! This Furcorn-sized update contains useful improvements and improvements to 'adjust' the game. Happy In this update: Discover easier than new islands and content for new
players improvements and improvements detailed reviews: released on February 26th, 2020. On March 18, 2020, Maggpi was introduced on Water Island. Around March 24, 2020, Fire Monsters was moved from natural to its own category. On March 25, 2020, Egg-Travaganza began, and Blabit became available. Similarly, on April 1, 2020, Parlevona was introduced to Water Island. Version 2.3.7
Romance is in the air during the annual season of The Love Event! The beloved seasonal monster SCHMOOCHLE is back with a collection of warm seasonal decorations for the heart in clouds, upgrades on your favorite air island rare and epics abound! But that's not all: Lovebirds can also find new gigacheep skin nest stats for the island's air on the island's skin tab on the market! Last but not least, show
some love for dipsters on the Oasis of Fire and some new rare and latent epics just around the corner... Note: Island surfaces do not change with seasonal events and do not change the appearance of obstacles decorations. Island Skins Deactivated reveals the appearance of the seasonal island during seasonal events and will not remove your reinforcements. In this update: Seasonal Monster:
Schmoochle seasonal decorations and decorations obstacle season love makeover on Gigacheep Island Air Island skin nest for dipsters island air on fire oasis love bathmen special offers + promotions detailed notes: released on January 29, 2020. Idle bridge-it movement is timed correctly. Clavie Gnat now has a shadow at the base of her creeper clavi. As part of an update on the fly and this version,
there is no longer a reward for sharing a monster mail on Facebook, due to changes in Facebook policies. The description of this update mistakenly refers to Schmoochle as Yool. (Note: The update description above has been modified so that Yool is replaced by Schmoochle) the built-in ability to record play via a shortcut button has been transferred from the home screen to option screen. On Android
devices, this is called Google Play Recorder. The gameplay can also be recorded directly through google play games and third-party apps. On iOS devices since iOS 11, screen recording can also be made by shortcut control center once enabled. Version 2.3.6 we have crushed some errors to improve your gaming experience. Thanks for playing The Happy Beast! Detailed notes: Released on December
18, 2019. Stogg, Wimmzies and HippityHop are now placed in their network placement center. This was reversed when the Yai Festival 2019 ended and was later confirmed in Update 2.3.7. Version 2.3.5 Breeding Guide from the Help Menu, Part 1 Whether it's an infectious festival of Yai Cheer or a fictional whim of Faerie Island, this is a magical one update! Kayna and her friends have been transported
away to the all-new FAERIE Island, home to eight faerie monsters spritely and beloved fire hybrid ZIGGURAB. Alviri It is the latest addition to the ever magical category so enchanting! After making faerie friends new, head to the cool island to see a familiar face: YOOL is back for yai festival! Get Yool and a collection of winter festival of yai decorations + obstacles for a limited time during this seasonal
event. In this update: New Faerie Element NEW Faerie Island NEW Faerie Monsters New Monster Fire: Ziggurab Seasonal Monster: Yul Seasonal Decorations and DecorationS Festival Obstacles from Yai's Makeover on Cold Island Holiday Special Offers + Detailed Reviews: Released on December 11, 2019 a new breeding help list, replacing the long-lost old help list. Newly added Christmas costumes
for S dipsters are still available on previous versions. Floah's animation was changed on Fire Haven. Interestingly, this change has not been applied to its rare flu. Flowah is now placed and rare in the center of its 2x2 network mode. Before this update, its center will be at the bottom of the box, much like Barrb, Ribatello, and Gobbleygourd, currently. The available Breed and Retry buttons have been
switched when the breeding structure is selected in the position. A short breeding guide, available when you click the Help button when selecting a breeding structure, has been added. Some of quibble's rare keys have lost color (using Quibble graphics) - it is currently unknown whether it is linked to the update, or is linked to the changes of the Yai Festival costume. Version 2.3.4 Feast - Embers load
screen bakery bread cake, with timer to indicate the remaining time until the breeding structure is ready with lowl timer, to indicate the remaining time until the mine mini is ready with timer to indicate the remaining time until the new Dipsters ready to notify the new fire haven seasonal Gobbleygourd on sale for a limited time diving in a fire haven to discover a new seasonal event: feast-jam! This warm time
of the year is all about sharing in nature's delicious bonus - and who better to share with the lovable new seasonal monster, Gobbleygourd? This intensely cheerful monster is thrilled to finally join the ranks of his seasonal colleagues and host a festive ember scent celebration for all the monsters to see. Join the celebrations on The Haven Fire are bite-sized DIPSTERS and newly opened STARSHOP! Buy
or breed Gobbleygourd for a limited time on Fire Haven and The Oasis of Fire. You have a fiery feast. In this update: Detailed notes: Released on November 20, 2019, OS. Choosing a breeding structure with monster being born, nursery with an egg being hatched, or any mine (including mini-mines and maximum mines) now appears directly the remaining time above the progress bar, denying the need to
take advantage of the acceleration option to find out. The process of breeding/incubation/baking will take less than 15 minutes to finish the progress bar to show the effect of breathing when starting the first/first visit to the island. This breathing effect is temporary. tapping on the structure during these last 15 minutes will pop up Video to finish now for free? This update fixes this dialogue and appeared an
error even when there is more time remaining. However, the dialogue continues to emanate from the mini-and the maximum of the mini- and the maximum of the maximum of the mine . Watching the video doesn't end their progress. Star Rocks is the only Star Shop decoration not available on the new islands. Interestingly, Gobbleygourd, seasonal changes, and new obstacles were available in version
2.3.3, but The Fire Sanctuary Debusters and StarShop on Fire/Psychic Islands were not. At first, the Dipsters on Fire Haven had flaws in the animation. This was fixed in an update on the fly on November 27, 2019, along with a change in the tune that was played. Noggins now have the same breeding time reduced on the Haven fire as in natural islands. Version 2.3.3 new system where age needs to enter
a new confirmation, after entering age it's time to go up from the Smunkin patch and give a lasting tribute to the whole new epic Punkleton! This seasonal epic drama always wears an admiration. Talk about dressing up, get ready to dress up your cold and ground carrots with 2 new stat enhancing island skins! Find them in the skin tab of Cold Island and Earth Island on the market. Note: Island leather does
not change with seasonal events nor change the appearance of obstacles or obstacle decorations. Check out the Island Leather video on YouTube for more information! In this update: Epic Punkleton Sweti Settle - a new skin island denoulation stats for the cold island temple Hahoo - new stat-boosing skin island for the island's last-minute acceleration - watch a video to speed up through the last few
minutes on any structure! Detailed notes: Released on October 30, 2019. A new confirmation system when you first sign in to the MSM app, or when you reinstall it. Epic Punkleton is still available for reproduction in the previous version. Video speeds are applied to all structures except mini-mine, maximum mine, and old mine. Version 2.3.2 comes to celebrate my seventh anniversary in My Singing
Monsters! We invite legendary colleagues G'JOOB and YAWSTRICH from PlayStation Vita to join in the fun, along with all their favorite exclusive Vita decorations. But the party doesn't stop there: take one giant jump to Monsterkind to shoot The Frontier, a new interstellar island where you'll rediscover the tubular dawn of the fire monster, ROOTITOOT. Don't forget to check your mailbox daily to find out
what new anniversary monthly special offers and promotions throughout September! In this update: Detailed notes: released on September 4, 2019. The interface of a list of new options. On September 25, 2019, there was a new update downloaded where Fire Frontier was changed to Psychic Island, and where all the rare monster eggs and Epic Monster eggs were modified into their unique egg species.
On Android only: the above are notes to build 154. On October 1st, version 2.2.3 build 156 was released, which adds a more specific age question; My monsters sing requests now Age in order to comply with the new regulations from the Google Play Store. Aspects of the game, such as ads displayed on the player, may vary depending on your age in order to protect the younger audience. We recommend
that the youngest player be admitted to ensure that he or she has a suitable age experience. - My singing monsters Facebook comment account. Version 2.3.1 want to update your island with a new Monsterrific look? Then get your hard hats ready, because the island skins have arrived! Island leather not only changes the look of your island, but also gives that island an awesome collection of upgrades.
Additionally, these promotestaying active even if you swap out your skin! Enjoy the leather medley vegetables for The Botanical Island today, with much more to come! In this update: Island Skins - new looks for your fav islands that provide supple vegetable boosts medley skin - accelerates the production of SummerSong coin continues with the seasonal monster available and other limited-time promotions
and content detailed notes: released on August 12, 2019 immediately after the initial release of the update, the 96-hour reissue of all the epic plant-related monsters of the time (Epic Botblat, Epic Oaktopus Epic Furcorn, Epic Bowgart, Epic Entbrat, Epic Spunge, Epic Thumpies, Epic Deedge, Epic Shellbeat, Epic Quarrister) released. Version 2.3.0 Android Logo Version (still the same as previous versions)
new iOS logo version after seeing all the fun being on The Haven Fire, has reappeared more fire monsters to build their own island: Oasis of Fire! The Oasis of Fire is a glass marvel that lights up with the promise of a brighter future for all fire hybrids. With its construction comes the discovery of six new fire monsters, as well as a rare natural migration to the fire sanctuary! In this update: New Island: Fire
Oasis Fire and Rare Natural Fire Monsters on Fire Haven Detailed Notes: Released on June 19th, 2019 new logo OS. . Version 2.2.9 We have listened to your feedback and made some exciting new changes to the wheel of rotation in update 2.2.9! But that's not all: some rare hot red will be spiced up your life soon. Log in daily so you don't miss out! In this update: New improvements can be found on the
Spin Wheel Spin Spin wheel wheel in the Castle Fire Element Rares soon detailed notes: released on May 21, 2019 if the monster used in the breeding combination is placed in the hotel, the option of retrying will be disabled, closing a loophole where monsters can be in the hotel - not taking up any bed space or island - and still using it to retry. Version 2.2.8 new seasonal content and cellular eggs until
zero promote our jump up and down with excitement for the upcoming Travaganza Egg! Speaking of jumping, what do we see jumping on the path of Blabit... In this update: Up to zero promotion - get rare prizes in the monster nursery scratch ticket! Eggs quoting new content just around the corner... Detailed notes: On March 27th, 2019 the old download start screen was changed before the login screen,
which had a black background with furcorn headset in the lower right corner, to a general white background with a large blue bubble logo in the middle. A new event is travaganza eggs. Before level 7, the breeding structure now has cork connecting egg vessels, tape or rubber band, and is carried on board with a red 'x' on the plates to indicate that the breeding structure is not yet available for use. Version
2.2.7 we have crushed some errors to improve your gaming experience. Thanks for playing The Happy Beast! In this update: Facebook firmware sharing case detailed reviews: released on March 4th, 2019 version 2.2.6 Love in the Air, this could mean only one thing: the love season has come to Air Island! In this update: Seasonal Monster: Schmoochle New Animated Seasonal Decorations Redecorated
Air Parlsona Island and Werdo on The New Celestial Air Island: FMB Detailed Notes: Released on January 30, 2019. Later on February 14th, 2019, there was a new werdo: Stoowarb. Version 2.2.5 It's time to deck hollow tree trunks and trim the Piney tree because the Yai Festival is going on! Celebrate yaited season with new seasonal décor, available only during the Yai Festival. In addition, visit cold
island cheerfully decorated, filled with monsters in winter clothes! Finally, look at the sky on the cold island to find the familiar seasonal monster flying in, Yul! IN THIS UPDATE: SEASONAL MONSTER: YOOL NEW ANIMATED SEASONAL DECORATIONS SEASONAL REDECORATED COLD ISLAND HOLIDAY MONSTER DETAILED CLOTHING NOTES: RELEASED DECEMBER 6TH, 2018 VERSION
2.2.4 IN THE LONG PAST, THE FIRE ELEMENT HAS BEEN RENEWED! Discover Fire Haven, the hidden sanctuary of the lost Fire Element Monsters in the dawn of fire. Resting deep underground in the heart of what was once a dormant volcano, a candlelit fire sanctuary features a vivid and lively song that tells of the fire hybrid's joy that is reunited with monsters from the surface. In this update: New
Island: Fire Haven, home to the lost fire monsters New Elementals: Buy or breed 8 Fire Hybrids, including Kaina listen to a glorious song from Fire Haven's new Photol screen map detailed information: released on November 22nd, 2018 all monsters with plant, earth, air, or fire are available in fire sanctuary for now. The rotating wheel symbol that floats above the castle is now properly spin wheel and not a
scratch ticket. A new download screen. The app icon is now Furcorn speaking an eighth note ignited. Version 2.2.3 New Logo Anniversary Month was just the beginning! There are a lot of exciting things happening in the monster world these days: 2 new upgrades to the storage structure! Epic new and celestial monsters are discovered every month! The seasonal event Spooktacle begins on October 17and
heralds the return of the fearsome but gentle Punkleton, a plant-made island that has been decorated, the wonderful costumes of the monsters, and some new seasonal decorations! To play! Happy Monster! Detailed information: Released on October 11, 2018. Epic Thumpies was the first epic to be released on this release. New Halloween code titled. Furcorn is shown wearing a charming hat. Version
2.2.2 Version 2.2.2 inform new content happy anniversary month! Get new monsters, new decorations and awesome sales throughout the month. Come celebrate in my singing monsters! New Monster Features: Scartar Poison Poison Heavenly New Cartoon Starshop 2 Hotel Upgrades: More Monster Storage! Gold Island has decorated special offers and promotions throughout the month! Detailed
information: Released on August 30, 2018. Anniversary Month 2018 began one day after the update was released. The epics were launched. Version 2.2.1 update cosmic dimensions has crashed landed in my singing monsters! Discover a heavenly island, an island born of the collision of the mystical starheng and the unknown giant. Heavenly Island is home to the Heavenly, a new kind of monster first
seen in my singing monsters: Dawn of Fire! Their journey to a heavenly island left them petrified, and they need your help. Collect the egg monster to revive 5 new celestial monsters, and get ready for more! In this update: New Island: Heavenly Island! New Monsters: Five heavenly natural element, now with a new look! Zap eggs to asleep to revive them! Detailed information: Released on June 28th, 2018
update map to suit the celestial island. The first 14 days of release discount of celestial statues by 33% off. Version 2.2.0 we smash a few bugs to improve your gaming experience. Thanks for playing The Happy Beast! Detailed information: Released on June 14, 2018 a strange bug where a special bonus 20 diamonds, which one celebrates version 2.2.1 version on June 28, 2018, has a letter written in a
variable name for the mailbox message instead of the actual message. Version 2.1.9 New Notice before it first plays after 25 May 2018 the Big Blue Bubble has taken steps to ensure that this address complies with the European Union's General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). GDPR is designed to protect the privacy of EU citizens by regulating the collection of personal data. The following Big Blue
Bubble policies have been updated to comply with GDPR standards: the Privacy Policy (www.bigbluebubble.com/privacy-policy/) Terms of Service (www.bigbluebubble.com/termsofservice/) Big Blue Bubble Fan Content Policy www.bigbluebubble.com/fan-content-policy/ recommends that all players learn about these updated policies. The changes made to these policies are part of the great blue bubble's
constant dedication to the dissemination of mobile games that are transparent as they are entertaining. Detailed information: Released on 24 May 2018 (US time), 25 May 2018 during the time the EU General Data Protection Regulations began. The new updated privacy checkbox list. This will affect all accounts logged in from May 25, 2018 onwards. 2.1.8 Two track tiles under Shugatar test your luck in an
all-new spin wheel in another update to my singing monsters! Win awesome prizes like coins, food, diamonds, effects, keys in spin wheel, or win more great bonuses in the newly redesigned memory game. Plus, enjoy more daily login bonuses than ever before, and even keep breaking the login line! In this update: Daily Spin wheel loaded with trophies! New design memory game - matching cards! More
daily login bonuses to continue breaking the log-on series add decorative tracks under the monsters detailed information: released on April 18th, 2018 when the new memory game opens for the first time, and will announce changes from the new memory game. Memory game is now a matching card game. Memory Game Awards have now changed to random card selection, which includes currency
rewards, food rewards, diamond bonuses, effects bonuses, and key rewards. The scratch ticket for currency rewards is replaced with a spin wheel. The zero ticket to monster eggs remains unchanged. The tracks cannot overlap each other, but can now be placed directly under monsters, decorations and structures. Version 2.1.7 (Note: Description is basically the same description of version 2.1.6) Detailed
information: released on March 22, 2018 Bug Fix Version 2.1.6 New Form of Novel Book of Island Monsters Scrolling In Front of a New Book of Monsters T in The Ethereal Island Market New With A New Fabled Book Button Dipsters has been dug into a new home: Ethereal Island! These one note wonderland are excited to dip along with your favorite ether. In addition, The Monsters Book has received a
major transformation, making it easier than ever to track your Monster collection! The most splendor of seasonal events, travaganza eggs, begins with the return of Blabbit, available to buy or breed for a limited time. This rascally monster is responsible for redecorating eggs that focus on water island, tucking painted eggs into tree branches and turning rocks into unusual sculptures. Hopi days here again! In
this update: Dipsters are now available on Ethereal Island! Redesign the Book of Monsters! Blabbit on a redecorated water island! Bug corrections and improvements detailed information: A new code was released next to the map on March 14, 2018. A new form of the book Monsters is now a bunch of monsters. Version 2.1.5 Cold Island Technical Version just got cooler way with the discovery of the all-
new Werdo: Maggpi! In addition, the seasonal monsters lovestruck Schmoochle and the rare Schmoochle are reeling on their way back to Air Island, to complement the love season makeover! In this update: The New Monster: Maggpi and Werdo! Schmoochle and the love season return to the air island repair impurities and take advantage of the singing examples along with Maggpi, The Happy Beast!
Detailed changes: Released on February 7, 2018 Cold Island No One Loves Me Repeated Verse Island Music Continues to Play When There's A Messagebox of A Big Blue Bubble. Christmas symbol. Version 2.1.4 We have crushed some errors to improve your gaming experience. Enjoy the yai festival, and this! Detailed changes: Released on December 20, 2017 version 2.1.3 icon hearty festival of Yai
Celebration! The Yai Festival has begun on Cold Island! Celebrate the season with festive decorations and comfortable winter outfits for your favorite monsters, as well as the return of seasonal monsters: Yool and Rare Yool! You can now give your monsters a gift from an all-new health treat from a big bakery, and level them up more than ever. When the monster achieves a new 20 level, it will radiate a
special glow. What's more, each level your monster achieves above 15 increases its chances of finding bonus items like special coins, so keep leveling! In this update: Cool Island and various monsters decorated for the Festival of Yai seasonal monsters Yool and rare yul available for a limited time monsters can now reach level 20 monsters above level 15 have a chance to find special coins, such as keys
or new treat effects - big power max new level hat of 75 with new Monikers bug corrections and take advantage of the examples celebrating yai festival, The Happy Beast! Detailed changes: Released on December 7, 2017 version 2.1.2 Halloween Haunted on Plant Island! The seasonal Spooktacle is even in full swing with the arrival of Punkleton bringing costumes to monsters, and appearances by
punkelton are rare and elusive. That's not all though... Monster Wizards have a special surprise for you! Mysterious Werdo Tawkerr has been spotted wondering the cold island, singing brand new lyrics, and they'll join your monstrous garden as long as you have enough effects. In this update is now available on Cold Island! Error fixes are optimized. Detailed changes: Released on November 2, 2017 the
song Cold Island has changed so that Mammott sings at the end verse and Didge also plays in the end verse. The bug for the animated didge at the end of the verse now appears. . Version 2.1.1 we had hoped you had enjoyed our celebrations of #mon5ters anniversary month! There are still a few days of promotions, special offers to help you expand your singing monster collection, and a lot of looking
forward to the future of the unfolding monster world... In this update: iOS 11 fixes compatible errors and improvements thank you for playing, and Happy Sstering! Detailed changes: Released on September 27, 2017 the poorest support for the iPhone 4S. Version 2.1.0 Art Version Celebrating 5 Years of My Singing Monsters! #mon5ters new app logo startup screen it's the anniversary of the month! Keep
the tradition annually, September will be a whirlwind of special offers and promotions - check again every day so as not to miss! This year, there's more reason to celebrate than ever before - Wublins has got in the mood by putting up decorations as they welcome a long-awaited visitor: Wubbox! Elsewhere, other monsters are About the new mailbox, where you can get news and gifts from Monster-
Handlers, including annual anniversary month giveaways! Finally, the Island Monsters composer has learned how to faghan length notes, allowing for creative possibilities like never before! In this update: We wouldn't have done it without you. Thanks for playing, the month's brutal anniversary, the happy beast! Detailed changes: Released on August 31, 2017 the new app logo for all versions of the game.
The news no longer exists. Replaced by a mailbox, with a user interface similar to a combination of dawn of a fire bulletin board and a mailbox. Adjusting the length of the note requires pulling an arrow from a note to any necessary length. The help system is more than a common question. The original help is removed for all public objects. The Anniversary Month for September 2017 is included. Like and
hate buttons are now Upvote and Downvote buttons respectively. Version 2.0.9 Flash effect new Monster Wizards always work on 'tune' things! Here are some new improvements: Sprucing up the shape and appearance of rare egg monsters can now be identified by a special flash! Scratch editing ticket and daily access bonus added to existing bug fixes notifications and improvements thanks to play,
happy Smoning! Detailed changes: Released on August 2, 2017 an updated icon for the Book of Monsters Update Island Button in The New Monsters Book Photos Surrounding The Title in The Monsters Book Island Button Check now says 'Go', and now the animation sits to bounce eggs from rare monsters in structures now flash the ability to enable and disable notifications for scratch tickets and reward
the entry of the daily fixed water island song, usually you do episodes version 2.0.8 fix mistakes and improvements detailed changes : Since June 1st, 2017, not all versions prior to this update are supported, including version 2.0.3. Version 2.0.7 Bug Fix and Improvements Version 2.0.6 My Singing Monsters - Version 2.0.6 - Glowbes in Composer Island Lights Up Your Island! Glowbes has come to
Composer Island! After spending 2 years as residents of the Monster World, these luminous beings have been granted honorary monster status. Choose their color and timing and create a brutal light display to go along with your compositions! In this update: Glowbes is now available on Bug Repair Island Composer and thanks for playing, happy Smoning! Released on May 5, 2017 in Composer Island,
instead of having to mix Glowbes of different colors, you can arrange the colors. Even more version 2.0.3+ support. It seems that iOS 6 and 7 will not be backed forever for newer versions of My Singing Monsters; Only until version 2.0.3 supports these old operating systems. Version 2.0.5 fixes errors and improvements detailed changes: there is still no support from iOS 6 and 7. Version 2.0.3 is still
supported. Version 2.0.4 Congratulations when getting the remnants of the daily entry parlsona bonus and taukir available in Sharing one remnant in the past a little 1:30 UTC single user email issue is unsupported and monster wizard explains why welcome Werdos! Add a finishing touch to your plant island with all-new Werdo monsters. To unlock Werdos, collect all the new effects and get ready to be
blown up when you hear how truly unique sounds take the island tune to the next level! In this update: All new Werdo monsters collecting effects collected bug repair and improvements detailed changes: released on March 14th, 2017 various Quibble Sound Island Composer. iOS 6.0 and iOS 7.0 cannot be supported. Requires at least iOS 8.0 now. Version 2.0.3 still seems to be working on those devices.
Speed of tapping devices. You can now get keys and effects from Scratch tickets and daily bonuses. The player asks if they want to watch a video to scratch another ticket, instead of watching a video to increase the prize they have already won. Balancing sound is better. Island of modified plants. Grid mode available when moving monsters, structures, or decorations. A link to the information of this
update. Version 2.0.3 2.0.3 artwork this feature update in my promo app Store Singing Monsters - 2.0.3 Island Composer create your own brutal melodies with Composer Island! You've discovered songs of singing monsters, and now it's time to make your own! With the advent of Composer Island, you now have the power to craft new musical parts for your monsters, create your own wild melodies, or
recreate some of your favorite songs! Also coming to light is a book of bellows of monsters; Also in this update: Further improvements to the map menu, including better organization of the mirror islands new log button next to the switch view to make recording gameplay easier than ever bug fixes and detailed changes: released on November 18th, 2016 add a recording function that can be recorded
anywhere in the game, such as Fire Dawn. Used to be any recording function mysteriously in some random updates before the previous. Change the shape of the map to accompany the addition of composer island. A new organization of being able to take a look at what monsters you have collected and how many monsters you can unlock on the islands. This is in the book Bellow of Monsters. Link from
the new version here. Version 2.0.2 fixes errors and improvements. Issued on November 7, 2016 the Community Act has ceased in all updates since November 7th 2016. Keys can now be sent to friends every week, instead of every month. Server maintenance at 2pm-3pm EST November 7th November 2016 allowed all players in version 2.0.2 to reset their timers to set the keys to zero, allowing another
key to be sent even if they sent a key several days before this server was maintained. Version 2.0.1 celebrate 4 years of my singing monsters! New - Monster Stickers: iOS 10 Detailed changes: TBA date date of exclusive device update. Add exclusive stickers to IOS 10. Version 2.0.0 New Planet Home Download Mammott Bar Update Facebook Page with Updated Facebook File Image Update Message
Boxes, Again More Updated Icons, New Level Message Boxes and New Menu Goals New Menu Fewer Than New Coin Icons Buttons Notice that rarities available in Starshop based on rotational update icons Choose Starshop (monsters and decoration) Market selection buttons update time machine update list proliferation structure, when processing update breeding structure, when the update of the
breeding structure, when not active update the currency market update buttons Update flame desire menu update turkey and cake icons update ice cream, pizza, pie icons update cakes, cookies, bread and donut icons celebrating 4 years of my singing monsters! Over the years, the world of the beast has evolved in ways that we could not have guessed. Now, evolution continues with the introduction of
mirror islands, alternative versions of natural islands that have been lost in time and space. These empty paintings, scattered with artifacts and debris from their intercult slugs, offer new worlds of creativity to continue your musical adventures. Adhering to the tradition of celebrating the month, September will be a whirlwind of special offers and promotions – check again every day so as not to miss! Also in
this update: Graphic facelift – menus and buttons have been reimagined in glorious color and detail based on player feedback, the map menu has been restored to its regular appearance more Wublins and Rarethereals are on the way and we could not have done it without you. Thanks for playing, the happy monster! Detailed changes: Released on August 31, 2016, 2016 the overall graphical interface has
changed completely. New currency codes, new sound effects, new startup screen, new font, almost everything has been redesigned in higher detail. Only the things that remain are monsters, structures, and decorations. The castle added the sound effect of the castle as do DoF. Some sound effects are added when interacting structures. There are some modifications with some sound effects, with some
other sounds being replaced. The atmosphere of Plant E. and Shugabush Island has changed. Wuplin Island adds ambient electrical sound effects. The ethereal island updated the ambiance. Remove the atmosphere of Gold Island. Some fire dawn stuff has been revealed in the game, expanding the content of my monster singing universe and the scope of history. Unfortunately as it is, rarities are limited in
Star Shop and are now only available by the rotation altogether. Added the ability to move a movable object or monster by pressing it. Down my singing monsters and fire dawn servers have been down from September 3, 2016, 00:00 UTC to 4th September 2016, 3:00 UTC, for technical reason. Perhaps, this may be the reason for the pirate rebellion against the removal of rare monsters from The
notifications you receive can be switched. Options of notificationtypes that are included in this version include full breeding, hatching monsters, castle upgrade, baking treats and complete mines. If the servers are deliberately down by monster processors due to server maintenance, the server maintenance notice will be clearly mentioned as a notice rather than a more ambiguous connection to notification
issues. The percentages for downloading the player's patience data added extra. Wubbox added a rare recording studio. Rare Wubbox modified idle movement so that it always leaves his mouth smiling, rather than completely closed all the time whenever idle. Newly added pop-ups of messages enjoying the game? And things like that. Also applies to the dawn of fire. It started happening since September
1, 2016. Stickers from my singing monsters are available in iOS 10 players in the iMessage app. Furcorn re added in the tutorial. Also update the icons in the tutorial as well. Version 1.4.3 new startup screen several days after the release of the rare grill repair and upgrade. Detailed changes: Released July 11, 2016. If the head of a tribe, the development of new monsters (only new members of the tribe)
also earns XP, on par with everything that is the monster developed. There was a glitch where putting monsters on Gold Island will show XP being acquired but actually not. This just happened in the building of one of my singing monsters; No other time otherthan. The update must be downloaded to continue playing as of July 15, 2016. The Hola was reissued on July 15, 2016. The rare humvees were first
introduced on July 16, 2016. Version 1.4.2 was used after the seasonal change ended in the summer. Version 1.4.2 Version 1.4.2 Start artwork iOS code as of version 1.4.2 Android code as of the new version 1.4.2 pop-up after the start of a new education pop-up after the completion of the breeding dip unlocksters! Uncover a new set of monsters buried underground deep: The Dipsters! Each Debuster
sings his own note in a musical scope – combining them to create magical melodies on your islands. Open Dipsters using keys, a new form of currency that can gift to your friends. The more friends you have, the more keys you can get, the more Dipsters you can collect! In this update: Details of this update: Released on July 1, 2016 there is absolutely no iOS 5.0 support at all. The currency position layout



has been changed. The key screen is placed where the Starpower screen was the one. The Starpower screen is placed directly underneath it. New logo with Furcorn in the game displayed on it instead of Mammott 3D and Furcorn. For OS, the vorcorn is not three-dimensional and faces to the right. For Android, it seems that Furcorn is the original 3D furcorn only with his eyes looking in front instead adding
an icon next to the coin display, consistent with the dawn of fire. The new startup screen. The Vorcorn also features an O-shape from the MSM word tag. New list breeding finished, but again. Now it also includes whenever you start breeding or send the born monster to the nursery. The placement of statues and wablelin gives exactly 1. Used for not giving XP to this. Version 1.4.1 is coming soon in version
1.4.1, showing the new inventory thanks to our players' feedback, we've made some improvements to waking up Wublins! In this update: Add the button 'Zap it' to wublin's condensation statue list wublin inventory of the egg monster pile of the same mysterious entity genre behind these supernatural monsters is tirelessly toil in the workshop on new types of Wublins. What's more, the discovery of
Rarethereals means that there is a whole new set of monsters waiting to be collected! Stay tuned to get them all! Thanks for playing, the happy monster! Monster Processors detailed changes in this release: Released on May 7, 2016 Wublin inventory was improved. Sort more accurately than the number of eggs left. Here is a link to the details for this aspect. My singing monsters are upgraded game
servers. All devices with iOS 5.0 no longer support this game, making the iPod 3 and iPad 1 no longer compatible with the game. However, other devices with iOS 5.0, such as iPod Touch 4, iPhone 3 and iPad 2, can be upgraded to iOS 6.0 or later. Link here. An improved news function, where pressing the news button leads to a list of news, similar to the Fire Dawn format for the bulletin board. Added
animations to collect daily login bonus bonuses. Coenage Carousel (102,500,000 coins), diamond scoop (18 diamonds) and grocery garage (2,992,000) were added to premium food items, possibly to fill the missing procurement gaps. For players who log in through anonymous login, deleting my singing monsters will lose all progress from their devices, even if they plan to reinstall the game. Link here.
Version 1.4.0 New Map Art Facebook 1.4.0 Are you ready to wake Wublins? With the help of players from all over the world, scrolling in Blabbit revealed a modern island established! But while Plabet had hoped that this discovery had promised more eggs to borrow, it turned out that the eggs were supposed to be supposed to be snapped to Wuplin Island instead! Coursing with a supernatural element of
electricity, is Wublins Stadium, a race of monsters like no other. You'll need to keep your wits about you and collect lots of eggs to wake these creatures in time. The rewards will be great - Wublins produce all kinds of currency and perform an exciting new song! New download screen in this update: Collect the first 5 Wublins: Brump, Zynth, Thwok, Poewk and Dwumrohl new map of the monster world!
Watch videos to speed up breeding and incubation, as well as increase your zero ticket prize! Bug corrections and improvements are detailed changes in this release: Add sound effects to Kayna out of amber. Zap egg option added to Wublin Island or lay an egg in the nursery, As well as the option to cancel any action. The option only appears when You unlock Wableline Island at Level 13; Otherwise it
works how it does in previous versions. Increasing the zero ticket prize by watching the video changes the amount of the prize by twice the original amount. Watching videos to speed up breeding and incubation is more accurate reducing reproduction or incubation times by 15 minutes. The rare gast, being the first ever, was released on April 22, 2016. The permanent help button appears in all the natural
islands in the lower buttons. Clicking the Help button will show all of the main instructions for how to play the game. Zucker, another Wuplin, released on April 29, 2016. Version 1.3.8 and 1.3.9 (Android) Love Season 2016 Log Screen Egg-Stravaganza 2016 Sign-in Happy New Year's Screen! 2016 promises to be an exciting time, with new content and features in the works that will delve into the
unexplored corners of the monster world. Meanwhile, there are always improvements to make bugs for squash! In this update: Tribal leaders can now change the name of their tribe's invitations and tribal applications now serving the correct messages to solve other graphical and technical errors on the tribal island this release was released somewhere around January 26, 2016. If you still have got the
version 1.3.7 during late January to early February, everything will still work as usual. Some other additions in this version include exclamation mark notifications added to the map and tribal buttons if there are any pending requests for the player's own tribe or someone else's tribe. Version 1.3.9 was released on March 1, 2016 in the Google Play Store, and contains most of the bug fixes. Version 1.3.7 logo
in version 1.3.7 version 1.3.7 artwork on Facebook coming out of the portal through time and place, the rare Wubbox debuts on Plant Island in time for holidays! You'll need your rare source collection to meet this creature, even stock up on the Starpower of Tribal Island, and keep an eye out for your rare upgrades! Also in this update: Yool's seasonal return to the cold island is made more fun by the warm
festive clothes of the heart of fellow monsters! Check back often for a new outfit! Graphical updates to the user interface bug fixes and improvements also included in this version, coins, diamonds and food currency numbers changed colors to their currency colors. The numbers that represent the coins turn dark gold, the diamond figures turns turquoise, to treat that is a pink ice donut, the fragments is
purple, while the Star Power numbers are baby blue. Cold Island Christmas was still available again in version 1.3.6. During the version 1.3.7, 3D-esque Mammott and Furcorn have been worn in their respective costumes. Mammott wears a Santa hat, while Furcorn has Holly for papers. Version 1.3.6 Some elements featured in Starshop Version 1.3.6 Artwork Facebook Remember Star Power? Of course
you do have been revealing the value of the real tribal currency – to be replaced in the all-new Star Shop available on the market! Spruce up your natural islands with all-new decorations and get rare monsters whenever - you'll be in need of them... What? There's more? You bet! Inspired by players' reviews, Star Power is now calculated based on your individual contributions and increases the number of
members you have in your tribe. Improvements to the tribal menu, including the option to join random road tramble cooler level screens, including bug repair animations and also improvements from this update, whenever anything, from monster to decoration, are placed in a spot where they cannot be placed, will appear red, rather than the tile space that appears red. As it appeared it was a special
Christmas. Yool became available and cold island was decorated in Christmas decorations. Version 1.3.5 Tribal Island featured in the Tribal Island Map game Change here! Just as the latest rare monsters have been revealed, this unusual new field originated in existence and ignited a new challenge for both novice and seasoned players. It is up to you to form a tribe with your friends and keep your
monster well fed to upgrade your tribal, earn Starpower, and redeem tribal rewards. You can even unlock the ancient secret of the monster world! Also in this update: On popular demand, you can now sell monsters and decorations directly from hotel structures and storage! Bug fixes and improvements. This was the first version to be available on iOS and Android on the same day (August 6, 2015).
Previous updates to iOS and Android were released a few days later. During this update, Memorial Month and Halloween special have been celebrated, even after the release of prequel of my singing monsters game, My Monsters Sing: Dawn of Fire. New costumes have been done on Halloween too. Version 1.3.4 startup with the release of rare mammott bug fixes and improvements. After the release of
Rare Mamut, the startup list changed to include every natural monster to become a rare monster. The same menu also changed its background to include a background assossiated with rare. . Version 1.3.3 new menu startup in the past, we see the light! In a flash, the enigmatic Glowbes has appeared, and the monster world will not be the same. These small objects introduce a brand new feature for your
islands... Amazing light screens that you can customize as never before. Unlock the new Fuzer structure in Level 13 and become enlightened! This type of error was fixed in version 1.3.3 Glowbes Two and Fuzer. Also note the added Monikers in the upper left corner. Also in this update: More distinct structures: the new breeding bonus structure and nursery bonus gives a great advantage when trying for
limited availability monsters such as seasonalors or rare! Monikers: We blew the roof off Maximum level, stretched from 30 all the way to 60! Along the way, you'll earn new Monikers that are visible to friends, so you can show off your singing star case monsters! Help Guide: Monster Wisdom - Wizards are now available in the game in a new format, expanding the instruction section! Learn all the guts and
shakes of the monster world in this handy guide! Ticket Zero: You can now switch whether the zero ticket appears at all or not! Fix errors and improvements bad errors were fixed after downloading new content. My singing monsters logo no longer contains an O-head logo or a body that turns into a strange semi-mamot character. Note that it was true that some time during version 1.3.1 or even that the
Scratch ticket did not start appearing after 24 hours. In a very close inspection, the decoration classification has changed so that the decorations are an obstacle on the back of the catalog, rather than strangely awkward in between decorations. Mao is now singing an extra part near the end of the al-Jazeera air song, after a faulty song related to the recording studio. Version 1.3.2 It's a new year for my
singing monsters, one that promises to offer a lot of fun and excitement... As well as some surprises! To get things started... Remember how we always said that the obstacles removed from your island will find new homes elsewhere? Good news - those new homes are your islands! For the first time ever, you can get obstacles and decorations on the market! More new stuff: The seasonal lovestruck
schmoochle monster is a wing on his way back to Air Island, to complete her Valentine's Day makeover! Improve visibility for sales and promotions, so you always know what's on special when! Bug patches and new addition improvements under the options list lets you delete all recordings simultaneously. As this version includes, Octopus on The Island of Shojabush has an extra bird's nest on its head. .
Version 1.3.1 Did you ever long to join in singing Monsters' Song? Well, now your dream can be a reality! Introducing a new game-changing feature... Recording studio! This miracle structure lets you record and save new musical parts for each monster. What's more, you can then share videos of your personal carrots to your friends to watch! It gets better... Yool Seasonal is making his return to cold island
in time for the festive season! The new rarity is discovered every week! Repairs, bug fixes and even rare improvements that are later in this update, such as Cybop rare, are still included in version 1.3.0. Another note is that on this update Grumpyre has changed its expressions to become more... Well, more grumbling than normally version 1.3.0 logo used from version 1.3.0 to 1.3.6, and 1.3.8 to 1.4.1. It
seems like just yesterday that the world of my singing monsters was born... But believe it or not, she's celebrating her second birthday! As we have the anniversary of the closing month of the celebrations, the beast load New content awaits you: deliver super-valuable, super-coveted rare monsters! These special versions of your favorite characters are only available to buy or breed on weekends... Sign in
often to make sure you don't miss out! Wubbox ethereal previously unimagined and impossible subbox is now available on ethereal island! This new monster 'Superethereal' is a challenge like no other! New upgrades are improved for your breeding and nursery structure which shorten waiting times by 25%! New premium 'Maximum Mine' structure available on Plant Island! Other bug fixes and
improvements were officially on October 10, 2014, although about 4 days late in the update, the original startup screen came along with the original prices. Moreover, the new logo arrived with the Furcorn reunion with Mammott to be in the same logo. On December 5th, the cold island arrived themed Christmas along with Yool. Rare Furcorn first is rareed. Version 1.2.9 Our Ears Monster Wizard always has
its luggage when we hear player feedback, this update aims to please! Get a load of great features we've added: Do you want to impress your friends? Blow them away with biggified monsters! Double the size of your favorite singing denizens for a day, or Biggify permanently them and switch in effect and turn off as you wish! The long-awaited castle upgrade has arrived, which has long been requested! Get
paradise castle, built in the form of crystal castle's own gold island! New daily check-in bonus! Sign in every day for better rewards! New interface sound effects as you explore and master the singing monster universe! Other bug fixes and improvements also, as part of a later update, Fong Prayer was released and Hoola was removed from the market. Version 1.2.8 Monster Wizards always work on 'tune'
things! Some improvements: The amazing Wubbox now opens even sooner in level 20! Tutorial improve other bug fixes and improvements also, as part of a later update, Jellbilly was released. Version 1.2.7 Bug Repair and Improvements Version 1.2.6 manage your social experience like never before with a brand new and renewed friends list! Using the valuable feedback we received from our players,
many new features have been implemented: import your Facebook friends to update your avatar singing monsters! Sort your friends with new tabs - favorites, torch requests, alphabetical order, and level rankings. Mark your closest friends as favorites so they appear on your favorites tab! View friends who asked to light the torch using the Torch tab! Click on a friend's view name to see how many times
your torches have been lit and vice versa! Easily navigate between a friend's pages using stock buttons, including going to the beginning and end of the menu! Other bug fixes and improvements months later, in an unclassified update, Bellowfish was released and then ting. Version 1.2.5 First update of 2014 brings It's many awesome features and improvements, including: new trails for the Ethereal Islands
and Shugabush! Scratch tickets and memory game prizes are now on a scale as you level up! Improving the top island system: One island can be viewed per player once a month, so more players have a chance to get their islands popped up! Shard to turn diamonds: Now it works in the opposite direction! Take those hard-earned ethereal fragments and turn them into diamonds! Wishing Torch Timer: Visit
the torch information to see how long it's burned! Retry Button Breeding: Breeding for a Rare Monster and Knowing Combo? Click to try again in the breeding menu! Flame Flame: The permanently lit wishful torches now burn brilliant blue! Repairs that pesky hotel check in crash repairs other bug repairs and improvements also, as part of a later update, Humbug and Cazilion were released. Months later, in
an unclassified update, the ivyt returned to The Water Island. Version 1.2.4 Introducing The Island of Shugabush! Starting with this update, some monsters can be moved to this new place when you check level 15. Once they are there, the new mythical monsters may be raised from them, provided that Shugabush is on the island. Improvements to the game's social features: Friends can also use Facebook
accounts to speed up breeding times in the archipelagos. Buyback feature: When a monster is sold, it stays on the market until a different monster takes its place. Using the buyback feature, you can pay off the same number of coins you received from selling the creature and getting it back. Other bug fixes and improvements this update also reintroduced Yool into the game for a limited time, changing the
appearance of the cold island so it was decorated for Christmas. Version 1.2.0 with My Monsters Singing After the First Anniversary (Merry Christmas!), Update 1.2.0 brings a lot of long-awaited features: Ethereal Island is offered! Players with ethereal monsters may level up to the maximum (Level 15), giving a new feature: Remote! Teleporting removes a monster from the island that was born on and
resets its level, but in turn opens up the breeding abilities of monsters, thus enabling players to produce new monsters: Noble, Arackulele and Whisp. .  Version 1.1.7 New Structure: Time Machine! This small watch is able to modify an island song by messing with its speed and listening. Decorations are now classified by type and ordered according to their prices. Improvements in the friends list: Friends
can now be removed. View mode now available on Gold Island and Islands that can be accessed through the list of market friends no longer has its own song, so players will hear the island song they are currently on. Objects are now squash and inhibit when they interact with. The game can now be played in Russian and Portuguese. New art and music for the download screen fixes other impurities and
improvements version 1.1.6 Wubbox on Plant Island is offered a lot of impurities And the promotion of graphical. Version 1.1.5 fixes minor errors and modifies version 1.1.4 for a limited time. Version 1.1.3 islands can be classified from all over the world and become the top islands. Doing so grants diamonds to the owner, and place its island in a special secion from the list of friends. Game Memory and
Scratch Ticket (Weekly Version) mini-games arrive, giving players another way to have fun, and win prizes as seasonal monsters! Anonymous sign-in: Reduces the need for a Facebook account or game center, but makes it impossible to use another device with the same account and monster archipelago, causing progress to be inaccessible if the device is irreparably lost or damaged. . Version 1.1.1.1
version 1.1.0 is displayed two new islands: Gold Island and Land Island, each one with monsters or characteristics like never before in the game Castle receives one more upgrade, and the sixth in total extravagant castle arrives. Version 1.0.4 Add Friends now gives diamonds. . Version 1.0.3 The logo used is displayed until Version 1.3.0 Water Island, bringing a lot of new monsters into the game. Some
connection issues have been fixed. IPhone 5 devices are now fully supported. Decorative sizes can be changed, but this does not affect the actual area occupied by the decoration, being just aesthetic. Decorations that a monster loves can be purchased while displaying the beast itself. Friends Islands can now be introduced changing the logo from Furcorn to Mammott. . Version 1.0.2 Is Air Island is
offered, thus bringing a lot of new monsters to the game. Monsters undergo a slight growth when fed. Some connection issues have been fixed. This is the first update that has changed the game dramatically. .  Version 1.0.1 has been fixed issues related to the gaming center and Facebook accounts. Some connection issues have been fixed. Graphical improvement repair impurities Remixes from songs
from the islands currently available can now be purchased through the market with real money. Version 1.0.0 the original logo is edited game, introducing monsters, with all their songs and elemental compositions, for players to raise, breed and hear singing. Before the worldwide release, the game passed through beta testing, many things have changed since the prototype. He was first released to Canada
on August 24, 2012. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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